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About this book

"Wheels is a photographic journey 

through the junk yard, field, or prairie 

of old wagons and autos from a past 

era. The buckboard and model T's are 

returning to nature; embraced by 

weeds and vines, eroded by wind and 

rain. They are no longer of use. Left to 

the elements, they slowly transform 

into habitats for coyotes, rabbits and 

mice. They become a part of the wild 

terrain, a mystery on the landscape.

                                        -Rain



In a forty year span of traveling around the country photographing nature, I 

encountered many hidden relics of the past;  abandoned autos and old wagons from the 

pioneer west days. I photographed them as still life portraits of a time past. Not using an 

academic approach with specific year and model names. But, like an old horse and mule  

put out to pasture, these photographs have a nostalgic view of two modes, work and 

transportation.

  These scenes were my discoveries. I had to muse and figure out my own 

testimonials. What happened here? This old car out on the prairie, this wagon in the 

tall grasses? 

  I hope you can discover some of the same romance and nostalgia I felt when 

exploring these scenes. Take your time, have an adventure sojourning through these 

images of “Wheels” gone by.

                                                                                         - Rain   
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About this book

William Rain lives in Boulder, 

Colorado.

He is a husband,

friend,

gardner,

nature photographer

and poet.

                                  - Rain



Then - WHEELS - Now
 A photographic study

by
William Rain




